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the most optimistic speculations. There 
are still some seats on sale at the Uni 
versity Bookstore and Memorial Union 
and it may be possible to buy tickets at 
the box-office.
Mask and Dagger's 110th Production 
Features Othello/ The Moor of Venice
By J. A. COOKE
Another opening of another show. The curtain will go up to­
night on Mask and D agger’s 110th production, W illiam  Shakespeare’s 
O T H E L L O  —  or —  T H E  M O O R  O F V E N IC E , first performed by 
the Kings Men at the Globe Playhouse in London of 16-03-04. It 
has been fairly popular ever since.
The opening scene is Venice. Othello, a moor, is the general 
of the Venitian forces at war with the Turks. Othello has chosen 
Cassio as his second in command and 
another officer, Iago is dissatisfied with 
the choice. This master-villian, Iago plots 
the fall of his general by making him 
jealous of his beautiful wife, “ the fair 
Desdemona’. Iago plays upon the simple, 
noble nature of the moor and ultimately 
brings about othallo’s and his own de­
struction.
Arouses Emotions
As far as violence goes, OTHELLO 
is well up with the rest of the tragedies 
— four murders, one suicide and three 
stabbings of a critical but not fatal na­
ture. There is the strong and moving 
love interest of Desdemona and Othello; 
occasional comic relief is supplied by 
Roderigo and Emilia. The functioning of 
Iago’s evil mind, revealed in his several 
soliliquies, can capture the unwilling 
fascination of any audience. To watch 
Othello and not be emotionally aroused 
is inconceivable even with the most “ so­
phisticated,” callous and jaded theatre- 
goes. There are numerous humerous ac­
counts of women (usually) who have 
been moved to shout cautionary warnings 
to Othello during the famous “ temptation 
scene” wherein Iago builds his case _ of 
lies and half-truths seemingly proving 
Desdemona unfaithful.
Script Alterations
The accepted, uncut reading version of 
OTHELLO would have a playing time 
of well over three hours. This is rather 
too long for a modern audience, so some 
changes have taken place. The only ma­
jor loss is that of the clown. As Shake­
spearean clowns go, he is decidely in­
ferior and contributes nothing of much 
value to the plot. There have been oc­
casional omissions in redundant speeches 
to aocelierate action. Shakespeare divided 
his play into five acts with fifteen changes 
of scene. The present adaptation is_ a 
swift flowing continuity with a ten min­
ute intermission at the close of Act III 
Scene III. The N. H. Hall stage has 
been divided into six acting areas. There 
will be extensive use of simple props 
while scene changes will be suggested by 
lighting and sound effects. The play will 
be acted in costumes of the period.
Distinguished Cast
The cast of OTHELLO includes many 
popular campus “stars” .









Lodivico Dutch Van den Hauval 
Gratiano Gerry St. Cyr
Montano Charles Copenhaver
Messengers, Heralds, Sailors, Dancing 
Girls, Gentlemen and Officers are Frank 
Jordan, John Billington, Richard Merk, 
Irving Rothstein, John Whitaker, Bruce 
Dexter and Ellie Callahan.
The Freshman English sections have 
strongly urged the attendance of their 
charges and ticket sales have consequently 
boomed (as it were) or at least exceeded
Powell To Preside 
At Convocation Of 
Famous Statesmen
By Dick Weston
Governor W esley Powell of New 
Hampshire will preside over the April 
20 convocation at which the Hon. Paul 
Henri Spaak and the Hon. Henry 
Cabot Lodge will speak. The participa 
tion of these three statesmen, promin 
ent in state, national, and world af 
fairs, symbolizes our ever-growing real 
ization that we are citizens with res­
ponsibilities on all three levels.
Wesley Powell is a native of New 
Hampshire. Born in Portsmouth 
1915, he is the fourth of seven children 
of parents who immigrated there from 
Nova Scotia. After graduating from 
Portsmouth High School, he entered 
the University of New Hampshire, but 
transferred two years later to Southern 
Methodist College of Law, where he 
received his Bachelor of Laws degree 
in 1940.
Assistant to Bridges
He began his political career that 
same year, as assistant to New Hamp 
shire’s Senator Styles Bridges. The war 
interrupted in 1943, when he joined the 
Army Air Corps. He served with a 
bomber crew in the European Theater, 
being wounded in action.
After being discharged in 1945, he 
returned to Senator Bridges’ office in 
Washington for four years, resigning 
in 1949 to prepare his first bid for elec 
tive office. He proved to be an able and 
tough campaigner, and lost the 1950 
primary to the incumbent Senator 
the late Charles Tobey —  by only 
slim margin.
Governor Powell then retired, for 
the first time, to private life. In 1942, 
he had married the former Beverly 
Swain, a graduate of the University of 
New Hampshire. They settled in 
Hampton Falls, and he opened a law 
practive in Manchester and Hampton 
Balls, quickly establishing a good re­
putation. He is a member o f regional, 
state, and national bar groups, as well 
as the American Legion, Veterans of 
Foreign Wars, and Disabled American 
Veterans.
Making it clear that he considered 
(Continued on page 8)
Notice
All those interested in playing 
Varsity Tennis are asked to report 
to Room 3 in the Field House on 
Monday, March 23 at 4:15 p.m.
N e w  O rle a n s ' M a rd i-G ra s  Comes 
To U N H  For A n n u a l N ite  o f Sin
By Bette Lang
New Orleans and their annual Mardi 
Gras came to campus last weekend for 
a “ Nite of Sin” . The Student Union’s^ 
annual event gave students a chance 
to try their luck at the gambling table 
and to dance to the' music of Harry 
Marshard’s Orchestra.
On Friday nite the Coos and Che­
shire rooms were transformed into a 
casino worthy of Reno. Here those at­
tending found many types .of gambling 
tables and games. Behind these tables 
were members of the University fac­
ulty. The sororities provided cigarette 
gigrls who added to the authenticity of 
the event.
Bob Fairchild and his Wildcats pro­
vided effective background music from 
the Strafford Room. The prize award­
ed to the most sucessful gamblers went 
to Kappa Sigma and Alpha X i Delta. 
Funds were pooled to amass this “ great 
fortune” .
Saturday night Student Union Pres­
ident, Joe Eisenstein crowned Queen 
Sally Healy to reign over the Mardi 
Gras Ball. Sally, who was nominated 
by TK E , was selected by a student 
vote held Thursday. Her two aides for 
the Ball were Judy Lane, put up by 
Phi Mu Delta; and Helen Heine, by 
Acacia.
The Mardi Gras Ball featuring the 
music of Harry Marchard’s Orchestra, 
was held in the Strafford Room  of the 
Memorial Union. This event wTound up 
the tenth annual “ Nite o f Sin” .
Sally Healy, queen of Saturday’s 
Mardi Gras Ball stands between her 
two aides, Judy Lane, left, and Helen 
Heine. Photo by Purdy
C ollege  C ouncil 
Backs G erm an 
A ffa irs  C on fab
By Dick Duggin
The New Hampshire Council on 
W orld Affairs is sponsoring a Weekend 
Special Conference on Germany, start­
ing tomorrow on this campus.
The Conference, which will discuss 
mainly the political situation in Ger­
many, is being sponsored in coopera­
tion with eight New Hampshire col­
leges. These include Bradford Junior 
College, Dartmouth College, Keene 
Teachers College, Plymouth Teachers 
College, Rivier College, New England 
College, St. Anselm’s College and the 
University of New Hampshire.
Many people who have seen the little 
German Volkswagons on our streets feel 
that we are buying too much from 
abroad to the detriment of our own in 
dustries. They don’t realize that all the 
sheet metal used in the production of 
the Volkswagen is bought right here 
in the United States. In addition Ger­
many buys half of her wheat, cotton, 
tobacco and many other commodities 
in this country; in fact, Germany buys 
more from us than we buy from her, 
and not on long term loans or other 
forms of credit —  the Germans pay 
in cash.
German Ambassador Talks
These and other facts will be discuss 
ed in detail at the Conference. It’s 
opening session will be a public dinner 
Friday evening at 6:30 in the Memorial 
Union. President Johnson will preside 
over speeches given by The Honorable 
Wilhelm Grewe, German Ambassador 
to the United States, and Mr. Martin 
Hillenbrandt, Director of the Office of 
German Affairs in the U. S. State Dept.
(Continued on page 8)
AF Col. Starbuck 
Receives New Post
Colonel James H. Starbuck, PAS of 
the Air Force ROTC Detachment has 
received his assignment as Commander 
of the 6314th Air Base Group, Osan-Ni, 
Korea. The Colonel will depart for his 
new station in July after completing three 
years of duty at Durham.
Colonel Starbuck’s experience in the 
Air Force has been varied and has taken 
him to many interesting places in the 
world.
A  graduate of the University of Ver­
mont and the Air Corps flying school 
at Kelly and Randolph Field, he was 
commissioned a Second Lieutenant in 
1940. With the outbreak of World War 
II, he was assigned to the Anti-Subma­
rine Command where he served in the 
Atlantic Theater until the end of the 
German submarine threat, a period of two 
years. Following this duty the Colonel 
finished out the war in the Pacific Theater 
of Operations, gaining experience as a 
youthful commander. After the war, he 
was assigned to Fort Slocum, New York, 
and in 1947 became Commander of Bed­
ford Air Base, Massachusetts, an Air 
Reserve Training Center.
The Berlin Airlift in 1948 found 
Colonel Starbuck in Wiesbaden, Ger­
many, Headquarters of the United States 
Air Eorce, Europe, where he served as 
Director of Operations and Intelligence. 
For his work he received the Medal for 
Humane Action.
Upon returning to the United States, 
Colonel Starbuck was selected to attend 
the Air War College at Maxwrell Air 
Force Base, Alabama and was subse­
quently assigned to Washington, D. C., 
where he served as a member of the 
staff of the Joint Chiefs of Staff at the 
Pentagon.
At present Colonel Starbuck resides in 
Durham with his wife Camoria and two 
children, Patricia and James, Jr. As 
Professor of Air Sciences at Durham, 
Colonel Starbuck has utilized his ex­
periences to help young university men 
become responsible air minded citizens 
and officers in the United States Air 
Force.
Official Notices
All students are responsible for knowledge 
of notices appearing here.
Scholarships. Any students desir­
ing scholarships or renewal of scho­
larships, for 1959-60, should file an 
application with the Financial Aids 
Office, Thompson: 110', by April 15.
Caps and Gowns. All students 
graduating in June must report for 
cap and gown measurements to 
Brad M clntire’s College Shop not 
later than April 18.
Absences Before and After Vaca­
tion. Students absent from class 
during the period from 12:30 p.m., 
Friday, March 27, to 12:30 p.m., 
Saturday, March 28; or that period 
from 8 a.m., Monday, April 6, to 
8 a.m., Tuesday, April 7, will be 
subject to a $5.00 fine. See Rule 
10.17 in the official Rules Book.
Parking Notice: Students are re­
quested to park at the Lewis Fields 
lot at periods when the legal spaces 
at New Hampshire lot are occupied.
Leon Fleisher, Pianist 
To Entertain Campus
Leon Fleisher at Piano
Blue and White Series Presents 
Winner of International Concours
By BRAD BEERS
The Blue and W hite Series for 1958-59 will conclude with the 
presentation of the rising young piano virtuoso, Leon Fleisher on 
Tuesday, March 24.
Mr. Fleisher, whom Pierre Monteau, the Boston Sym phony O r­
chestra’s 84-year-old “ conductor emeritus” describes as the “ pianistic 
find of the Century” , returned to this country in 1954 for a tri­
umphal hom ecom ing tour after com peting in what Time Magazine 
termed as “the nearest thing to a Wim­
bledon tournament for young musicians,”
Belgium’s International concours. The 
purpose of this competition was to crown 
the best young (15-30) pianist in the 
world.
Wins Contest
The contest itself which was held 
in Brussels’ Palais des Beaux-Arts, re­
quired three days for the 12 finalists 
weeded down from a field of 71 hopefuls 
from all over the world, to appear be­
fore, the judges. After the completion of 
the competition, the anxious audience 
which included the 75-year-old Queen 
Elizabeth, waited for two hours until the 
judges finally reached their decision. 
Amid cheers and tumultuous applause the 
winners were announced: Leon Fleisher, 
first; Switzerland’s Karl Engel, second; 
Italy’s Maria Tip, third.
Born in San Francisco in 1928, Mr. 
Fleisher made his debut in 1943, with 
the San Francisco Symphony, and a year 
later played with the New York Phil- 
harmonie-Symphony, both times receiv­
ing tremendous acclaim. Mr. Fleisher has 
since played with fourteen of the major 
orchestras of this country and with a 
majority of the leading orchestras of 
Europe.
Critics’ Opinions
Little more could be said of this gifted 
young pianist who had electrified the 
judges of the Belgium competition — not 
to mention the audience — with his mus­
ic. But for those of us to whom the music 
world is a foreign realm, we need only to 
read the reviews of the music critics to 
learn of the laurels and acclaim which 
young Leon Fleisher has been accorded. 
Critics throughout this country and Eu­
rope, the same critics who typically are 
most conservative in their praise, have 
again and again proclaimed the technique 
and musicianship of this young virtuoso. 
Such adjective of the critics as “astonish­
ing power,” “ impassioned reading,” “beau­
tiful touch and meditative depth,’ “ poetic 
fervor,” and “ dynamic luster,” justify Mr. 
Fleisher’s reputation as the finest young 
pianist of the concert world.
Folk Group to Play Boston
The Weavers, conceded to be Amer­
ica’s most popular folk-singing group, 
will present a concert of “ folk songs 
around the world” at Symphony Hall, 
Boston, Friday evening, March 20, at 
8:30 p.m.
The Weavers consist of Lee Hays, 
Ronnie Gilbert, Fred Hellerman, and 
Erik Darling.
Frosh Camp Plans 
Rolling Ridge Meet 
For This Weekend
By Ellen Pirro
This year’s Rolling Ridge Conference 
for Freshman Camp will be held Sat­
urday and Sunday, March 21 and 22 
at the Rolling Ridge Conference Cen­
ter near North Andover, Mass. Attend­
ing will be the co-directors of Fresh­
man Camp, Carolyn Musser and Bill 
Fuller, the executive staff, Donna 
Church, Pat Willard, Mike Ashapa and 
John Zottu, sixty-nine camp counselors 
chosen recently from among the many 
applicants and several distinguished 
guests.
Lectures Given
This year’s conference wffiich has 
been carefully planned by the co-direc­
tors and the executive council, will last 
from 1 p.m. Saturday to 1:30 on Sun­
day. Three lectures will help to focus 
everyone’s attention on the coming 
Freshmani Camp. The first wfill be 
given by Mr. Howard Stein, instructor 
of English and this year’s camp advisor. 
He will examine for the counselors 
what a Freshman student desires to 
gain from his four years at the Univer­
sity. The second speech by Professor 
G. Harris Daggett of the English De­
partment will help the counselors to 
determine how to acquaint the student 
with an understanding of a sheltered is­
land and a responsibility that is only 
his. Mr. Fred Bennett, the' Alumni 
Fund Director and a former director 
of Freshman Camp will give a talk to 
help counselors to develop themselves 
so that they in turn may help the 
Freshman. After each address the 
counselors will break up into discus­
sion groups where they will evaluate 
the talk. They will take turns leading 
the discussion as a practice for camp.
Helps Promote School Spirit
In addition there will be a social 
Saturday night, several skits, and chap­
el Sunday morning for all. Am ong the 
distinguished observors will be Robb 
G. Gardiner, Associate Dean of Stu­
dents, Paul E. Schaefer, Associate 
Dean of the College of Liberal Arts 
and Reverend Robert Savidge.
The Rolling Ridge Conference gives 
the staff of Freshman Camp a chance 
to get away from the busy college life 
to examine the purooses and ideals of 
(Continued on page 5)
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They said It couldfCt 
be done...
They said  nobody 
could do i t .. .
b u t ■ i
f  J L o w
k 1®̂  tbllUP
Uoarfib settle for one wifctiottfc the other
By Cynthia Zimmerman
Blue Cord is the Girls’ Auxiliary of 
Pershing Rifles. The purpose of the 
group is to assist Pershing Rifle and 
the Army R O T C  department at all so­
cial events. The girls will be the official 
hostesses of both.
The group was formed at the begin­
ning of this semester when ten mem­
bers were chosen. They are: Ann
Wakefield —  pres., Holly Patterson —  
vice pres., Corine Carpentiere —  secre­
tary, Judy Lane, Judy Branch, Claire 
Karpinski, Lesley Buckman, Penny 
Hallward, Joan MacKenzie, and Gail 
Walker. Mrs. H. G. Brown is advisor.
Every second semester, five addition­
al girls will join the group. In order to 
be eligible for Blue Cord, a girl must 
be at least a second semester sopho­
more and have a 2.2 accumulative. 
Girls are selected for personality, poise 
and charm.
Last night, at the Strafford Room, 
there was a coffee hour for the formal 
introduction of the group to the cam­
pus. Attending the event were: Cadre 
of Army and Air Force R O TC , mem­
bers o f Pershing Rifle, members of 
Sabre Flight, Dean Gardner, and Dean 
McKoane.
Also as a part o f  the program, was 
the presentation of membership certi­
ficates to the 33 new freshman mem­
bers o f Pershing Rifles. This presenta­
tion was made by Lt. Col. Hugh G. 
Brown, PM S& T of the R O T C  depart­
ment.
A  blue skirt, white blouse, and white 
blazer with a blue cord around the left 
shoulder, is the official uniform of the 
auxiliary. Blue Cord derives its name 
from the blue cord which is actually a 
part of the Pershing Rifle uniform.
On Thursday afternoons when the 
corps of cadets pass in review, these 
girls will be on the reviewing line, and 
will receive the review. Thev will also 
hold meetings every other Monday 
evenings.
Anne Wakefield is also the sponsor 
of Pershing Rifle on this campus. She 
is entered in a New England contest 
(Continued on page 8)
Nighbert Works On Report
Keith Nighbert, Station Manager of 
W EN H , New Hampshire's educational 
television station, is one of the authors 
of a new reoort on the use of television 
by the public schools.
The report, entitled “ The Public 
Schools and Television — A  Case Book 
of Programming Practices” , was prepared 
for the Southern States Work Confer­
ence sponsored by the state departments 
of education and education associations 
of 13 southern states.
The honeymoon is over when he phones 
that he’ll be late for supper — and she 
has already left a note that it’s in_ the 
refrigerator. — The Reader’s Digest
Rev. G ussner 
Discusses V ita l 
W o r ld  P roblem s
By Andrew Jackson
Last Tuesday saw a good turnout in 
the Coos Room  of the Memorial Union 
to hear a discussion by Reverend R ob­
ert E. Gussner, noted pacifist.
Rev. Gussner is secretary of the New 
England Fellowship of Reconciliation, 
which boasts a membership o f over 
15,000.
His appearance on campus was spon­
sored by Senior Key and Mortar 
Board. In addition to his public lec­
ture, Rev. Gussner spoke to preceptoral 
groups in the afternoon.
He prefaced his talk by quoting the 
Roman maxim, “ If you want peace,
The pleasant group pictured above are the first members of Blue Cord, the 
women’s auxiliary branch of Pershing Rifles. From left to right they are: 
seated, Judy Branch, Corinne Carpentiere, Secretary, Mrs. H. G. Brown, 
advisor; Ann Wakefield, president; and Joan MacKenzie. Standing, from left 
to right: Claire Karpinski, Gail Walker, Penny Halward, Judy Lane, Holly 
Patterson, vice-president and Leslie Buckman. Photo by Purdy
prepare for war,” contending that this 
policy is becoming outdated in this age 
of atomic warfare. “ The risks involved 
in arming for war are so great,” he 
stated, “ that we ought now to consider 
the risks involved in disarming for 
peace.”
In the face of defeat in any small 
war we would be compelled to use lar­
ger and larger weapons, he further as­
serted, so that eventually the smallest 
armed conflict could develop into an 
all-out nuclear conflict. Berlin, Ger­
many was cited as a contemporary ex­
ample of this involvement in the dis­
putes of other nations.
Should Russia then decide to launch 
a massive attack on the United States, 
we would then have less than eight 
minutes to decide whether or not to 
invoke “massive retaliation.”  This 
small time limit on decision would be 
necessary since our retaliatory facilities 
would be the first targets for enemy at­
tack. Rev. Gussner then went on to say 
that within the next twenty to thirty 
years many more nations would come 
into possession of nuclear armaments, 
increasing the possibility that a petty 
dictator could plunge the world into 
ruin.
Taking up the subject of disarmament 
negotiations, the speaker said that in his 
opinion mutual distrust was the only de­
terrent to success. “ One nation always 
seeks to place the other at a disadvant­
age for the first few years of any dis­
armament plan, to insure its own securi­
ty.” As an example of present day dis­
trust, he noted that in 1918 Winston 
Churchill had been responsible for the 
execution of twenty-eight Communists 
who had been fleeing from Russia. Only 
one of the twenty-eight escaped the firing 
squad — the present First Deputy Pre­
mier of the Soviet Union, Anastas Mi- 
koyan.
A  question and discussion period fol­
lowed his talk. In response to an in­
quiry concerning just what would be ad­
vocated by a pacifist to end the present 
world tension, he said: “W e cannot preach 
pacifism and arm at the same time. W e 
should disarm alone if necessary.” When 
asked if this might open the door to in­
vasion of the United States by Russia, 
he replied that under such circumstances 
it would be the duty of every American 
(Continued on page 8)
©  1959 Liggett &  Myer^ Tobacco Company
T / M  is kindest to your taste because L*M combines the two 
essentials of modern smoking,” says T V ’s Jack Lescoulie. 
LOW TAR: L*M’s patented filtering process adds extra filter fibers electro­
statically, crosswise to the stream of smoke. . .  makes EM truly low in tar. 
MORE TASTE: EM’s rich mixture of slow burning tobaccos brings you more 
exciting taste than any other cigarette.
L iv e  M o d e r n . . .  c h a n g e  t o  m o d e r n  E M
W  R A Notes
By Mary Ann Cutter
Congratulations to Alpha Chi Omega 
for winning the interhouse bowling 
competition with a roaring score of 
1306. Second and third places went to 
Alpha X i Delta and Scott hall respect­
ively with 1,269 and 1,225.
Congratulations are also in order for 
the All Star Basketball team who took 
their first game of the season against 
Colby Junior college by racking up 52- 
42.
The All Star Badminton team was 
unable to complete their matches due 
to long trip home. However, it was all 
tied up when they left.
Coaches of the All Star teams are: 
basketball, Miss Joyce Mills; badmin­
ton, Miss Evelyne Browne. Both are 
instructors in the W om en’s Physical 
Education Department.
Interhouse Volleyball got underway 
last week. There were good turn outs 
from all the houses. The games are still 
going on so if you have a match com ­
ing up, be sure to be there, if not to 
play, then to cheer your house on.
Co-recreation volleyball is still going 
on. If your house has been coming 
right along, then keep it up. All games 
are played in N E W  H A M P S H IR E  
H A L L . If (here is a change in sched­
ule, or place, the houses concerned will 
be notified by the leader Carol Abbott.
Asked what kind of exercise he took, 
a fit looking elderly gentleman answered: 
“ I get my exercise acting as a pallbearer 
to my friends who exercise.”
E. M. LO EW 'SCIVIC
THEATRE 
Portsmouth, N. H. G E  6-5710
Now  thru Tues. Mar, 24



















21st A N N U A L  REVIVAL W EEK
Sat. Mar. 21
THE HIGH AND THE 
MIGHTY
Cinemascope and Color!
John W ayne  
Shows at 6:30 and 9:10
Sun. Mar. 22
THE KING AND I
Color
Yul Brynner Deborah Kerr





KNOCK ON W OOD
Color
Danny Kaye
W ed. Mar. 25
LOVE IS A  MANY 
SPLENDID THING
cinemascope and color




Bing C rosby Grace Kelly
Frank Sinatra
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TSA Now Outlines
Graduation Program
The Thompson School of Agriculture 
Class of ’59 has plans well underway 
for its graduation exercises, which will 
be held in the Strafford Room of the 
Memorial Union on May 8, at 8 p.m.
Clifford E. Kivela and Henry Pevear 
head the Invitations and Program Com­
mittee. The Speakers, Music, and Prizes 
Committee is composed of Jacob A. Don- 
igian, Ralph F. Eckhardt, and David L 
Reynolds. On the Arrangements Com­
mittee are Robert T. Frizzell and Ro 
meo J. Levesque.
The afternoon’s program will be key 
noted by President Johnson, who will 
welcome the guests and introduce the 
main speaker, George E. Colman, Jr. 
President o f Nichols Poultry Farms, Inc
Following the main address, Class 
President Frederick P. Roentsch will 
give the class message.
Willard Dodge, President of the UNH 
Collegiate Chapter of the Future Farmers 
of America, will then present the FFA 
Award. The Alumni Association Award 
will be given by Kenneth Bascom, Presi 
dent of the TSA Alumni Association. 
Professor Philip S. Barton, Head of 
TSA, . will award the _ Dairy Judging 
Prizes.
Awarding of the Certificates of Grad­
uation will be by Dr. Harold C. Grin­
ned, Dean of the College of Agriculture.
A  brief reception is scheduled to fol­
low the graduation exercises. This year’s 
class consists of eight dairy majors, four 
horticultural majors, three in general 
agriculture, and one poultry major.
Coffman Visits Campus
Captain John I. Coffman’s Marine 
Corps Officer Selection Team will visit 
here on the 17, 18, 19 of March.
Applications for Marine Platoon Lead­
ers classes, ground or aviation, will be 
accepted then. Students enrolling in these 
programs have no military obligations 
during the school year. Two six-week 
summer training courses at Quantico, 
Virginia, are required during college.
On graduation, candidates are com­
missioned second lieutenants and activated 
for three years. Ground officers are sent 
to Quantico for further schooling and 
aviation applicants are ordered to flight 
training at Pensacola, Florida.
“ Men are satirical from vanity more 





Selective Service Director 
Gives Pertinent Test Data
John H. Greenaway, State Director of 
Selective Service for New Hampshire has 
announced that the Selective Service Col­
lege Qualification Test will be given to 
college man April 30, 1959. This will 
be the only test offered for the 1958-59 
school year.
Application cards and instructions are 
available from Selective Service local 
boards. Men planning to take the test 
are urged to make early application.
Scores made on the test are used by 
local boards as one guide in considering 
requests for deferment from military ser­
vice to continue studies.
Applications must be postmarked not 
later than midnight Thursday, April 9, 
1959. The test will be administered by 
the Educational Testing Service, Prince­
ton, New Jersey.
Red Cross Chapter 
Thanks Contributors
The Durham Red Cross Chapter wishes 
to thank both town and campus for its 
splendid showing at the Blood Bank last 
week. On Wednesday 112 pints were do­
nated. On Thursday, the day of the 
howling blizzard, 88 pints were given. 
The Blood Program is indeed indebted 
to those who struggled through the snow 
to give blood so that others might bene­
fit.
The results of the. contest with the 
housing units are as follows:
Fraternities: Phi Delta Upsilon, first 
and Lambda Chi Alpha, second; Sorori­
ties : Ka-ppa Delta, first and Alpha Xi 
Delta, second; M ens Dorm s: Hunter, 
first and Engelhardt, second; Women’s 
Dorm s: Smith, first and Sawyer, second.
In the very near future the Red Cross 
chapter will present awards to Miss 
Sarah Thames, Miss Marion Beckwith 
and Mr. Harold Leavitt who in the past 
have assisted in the housing and catering 
needs of the blood bank; to Dr. How- 
arth and Dr. Crandall of Hood House and 
Dr. George McGregor for medical super­
vision; to the Memorial Union Staff for 
their present cooperation; to Scabbard 
and Blade and Pershing Rifles, whose 
assistance was invaluable at the recent
Religious News
Newman Club: Right Rev. Monsig­
nor Irving A  DeBlanc, L.L.D., Nation­
al Director -of the family life bureau of 
the Catholic Church in the USA, will 
speak at a public meeting sponsored by 
the Newman Club Thursday at seven 
p.m. in the St. Thomas More Church 
hall.
Monsignor DeBlanc’s address is en­
titled, “ The Christian Family Pattern 
—  Can it Survive in the United 
States?” All University Students, fac­
ulty and staff are cordially invited to 
attend this lecture.
Monsignor DeBlanc is a former 
Newman Club chaplain, having served 
as chaplain to Catholics at Southwest­
ern Louisiana Institute, in .Lafayette, 
Louisiana. In 1953 he became assistant 
director of the Catholic Family Life 
Bureau. One year later he became di­
rector, with headquarters in Washing­
ton, D. C.
Announce Chairmen For 
Senior Week Activities
Senior Week Committee Chairmen 
have been announced and are as follow s:
Dorothy Palmer, Advisory Committee 
on Commencement D ay; Bob Baird, 
Commencement Invitations and Ann­
ouncements; James Cook, Banquet and 
Ball Committee and Barbecue Commit­
tee; Mai Fryer, Tickets Committee; 
Bruce Langlois, Committee on Friday 
Event; Jan Mahoney, Publicity Commit­
tee.
If any Senior wishes to serve on any 
of these committees they should contact 
the chairman.
Invitations for graduation have been 
selected, and information as to how to 
obtain them will be given at a later date.
Plans for Friday the 12th are still be­
ing decided upon. Some suggestions are 
as follows: Boat ride, Kingston Trio En­
gagement and a trip to the North Shore 
Theatre.
drawing. In addition some thirty awards 
will be given to volunteers who have 
served this program from its beginning.
Pi Kappa A lpha  
Plays Host For 
Annual M eeting
The annual District Convention of Pi 
Kappa Alpha will take place March 20 
through 22. Trinity College, Syracuse 
University, Cornell University and Ren- 
sselear Polytechnical Institute will send 
representatives to this conclave.
On Saturday, meetings will be held 
Problems pertinent to the individual Pi 
Kappa Alpha chapters will be discussed. 
Leaders for these discussions will be dis­
tinguished Alumni and National Officers 
of this well-known-fraternity.
A  banquet for representatives, brothers 
and pledges will be held at the Memori­
al Union. Vice-President Dr. Edward D. 
Eddy will discuss “The Fraternity on 
Today’s Campus.”
The climax of the weekend will be the 
Convention Ball which will be held at 
the newly renovated chapter house. Music 
will be provided by a five-piece band 
under the direction of Bill Zimmerman, 
Alumnus of PiKA.
_ A  movie of the 1958 National Conven­
tion in Washington, D.C. will be shown 
Sunday morning.
Conducts A Survey 
Of Viewer Interest
With its anticipated broadcast date of 
June 1 fast approaching, W EN H , New 
Hampshire’s educational television sta­
tion, has begun a survey of viewer inter­
est to assist in program planning.
The New Hampshire Federation of 
Women’s Clubs is assisting Channel 11 
in distributing a comprehensive subject 
listing of possible programs and several 
town meetings this year were the scenes 
of informal pollings. Wider distribution 
of the survey is planned for the near 
future.
Listed under the adult program section 
in the survey are farm services, home- 
making, parent education, music, art, 
history, business, literature, government, 
college courses for credit, religion and 
a miscellaneous category which includes 
such items as news analysis, athletic 
events, photography, and travel films.
Under the children’s program section 
the possible listing include offering for 
pre-school children, primary, intermedi­
ate and special programs for older child­
ren.
“ A  dog teaches a boy fidelity, per­
severance, and to turn around three 
times before lying down.”  —  Robert 
Benchley.
WMDR Programs
TH U R SD AY TH RU W E D N E SD A Y
5:55 News
6:00 Program Panorama: Classical Music 
7:00 News




9:00 Lucky Strike News A complete summary of wor|d & local news 
9:15 Scrapbook (continued)
10:00 News
10:05 Nightfall Part I —  Jazz
11:00 Lucky Strike News 15 minutes of the latest news 
11:15 Nightfall Part II —  Quiet Music 
12:00 News 
12:05 Sign off
ESSO RESEARCH works wonders with oil
Oil helps preserve today for tomorrow
B U C K Y ’S
f O L O N I A I
Portsmouth G E  6-2605
Wed.-Sat., Mar. 25-28
A  N ICE LITTLE BANK  
THAT SHO ULD BE ROBBED
Plus!
F IEND W H O  W ALKED THE W EST
Wed.-Tues. Mar. 18-24
INN OF THE 
SIXTH HAPPINESS
The Place to Enjoy 
Good Company
Now thru Tues., Mar. 24
IN N  OF THE SIXTH HAPPINESS
Filmed in Color!
Ingrid Bergman Curt Jurgens
DOVER, N. H.
1 SC H O O L  ST. DOVER, N. H.
starring





Susan Hayw ard 
and
BA N D  OF A N G ELS
Sidney Poitier
The high points in life keep their warmth in movies made at home. Baby’s first bath . . . first step . . . first birthday 
party—and all the other firsts to come. They’re captured for keeping on safety film made with an oil-based 
chemical. Esso Research helped provide the process for making this important chemical 
directly from oil. In flm , as in fuel, E S S O  R E S E A R C H  works wonders with oil. (€sso
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Grass-Roots Campaign
Probably the 'biggest obstacle which this University has encount­
ered during the budget crisis is the editorial policy of the Man­
chester Union Leader. The sympathetic comments found in many 
other smaller newspapers of this state have not reached that siz­
able proportion of the N ew Hampshire population subscribing to 
Mr. Loeb ’s paper. Or if they have, it is in such a distorted form (see 
the editorial in the last N ew Hamshire Sunday News) that it has 
done our cause more harm than good.
This problem was highlighted last week when Louis M. Lyons, 
news com mentator for Channel 2 and W G B H  Radio, devoted a good 
part of his program to a discussion of the University’s budget. Mr. 
Lyons made specific reference, last Friday, at approximately 6:45 
p.m., to the Union Leader’s one-sided coverage of the whole issue. 
Despite the-fact that he spoke on a Boston station, Mr. Lyons felt 
justified in spending*ten minutes of his time talking about our 
budget because he was helping us reach the New Hampshire people.
W hile the support of such a well-known news commentator is 
extremely useful at this time, what we really need is an all-out 
student effort to present the facts to the people of the state. The 
temporary Steering Committee is presently organizing a g ra ss ­
roots campaign for just this purpose. W e  hope that it will be 
greeted with enthusiasm by all the students here, since its effec­
tiveness depends on good volunteer work.
H ow  will we go about “ campaigning” during the next few weeks? 
Each student will receive a brochure and some fact sheets on the 
budget; it is recommended that he first look these over carefully. 
The next step is to distribute the information to parents, other 
relatives, friends and neighbors. The student should encourage all 
those he contacts to send letters to their local representative and 
senator, expressing support of the U niversity’s proposed budget.
This is, the kind of pressure that legislators will notice. The grass­
roots campaign, as planned by the Steering Committee, is probably 
our last opportunity to boost the University budget. There is no 
reason why this should not be the deciding factor in obtaining the 
requested budget increase.
A Suggestion
As a sequel to last week’s editorial “ Summing U p” , in which 
some deficiencies of our Student Senate were discussed, we are 
prepared to sketch a plan of reform. It is not of great importance 
to us that this specific plan should be adopted. But certainly the 
time has come to take effective steps in the direction of reform 
when senators seem to have forgotten all about their legislative 
function, and when a number of the Senate’s twenty-four com m it­
tees are not meeting regularly, let alone filing com plete reports.
Before a reorganization of the committee set-up can take place, 
however, there is obviously a need to get the right kind of sen­
ators in office. This can only be done through a revised election 
system.
W hat is w rong with the present election system ? It just isn’t 
working. Last year, at the time petitions closed on April 18, there 
were contested Senate seats in five housing units only —  three 
wom en’s and two men’s dorms. A s in other elections where there 
is only one list of candidates to approve, voter interest was at a 
minimum. Fifty percent of the students voted.
The first step we would suggest is that petitions should close at 
least two weeks before elections instead of five days, as we have 
now. The penalty for houses having uncontested seats at the close 
of petitions would be a reduction of their number of seats. A t pres­
ent, each housing unit is represented by two to five senators (one 
for every fifty students) and each fraternity and sorority by one 
senator. If any dorm entitled to three senators had only four 
students who petitioned, it would, under the suggested plan, for­
feit one of its seats.
This would mean an end to uncontested seats: it seems highly 
improbable that any housing unit would like to forfeit more than 
one of its seats. This would also mean an end to the w rong sort 
of student getting a number of signatures at the last minute and 
winning a seat without actually being qualified.
During the two weeks before elections, a couple of house meet­
ings might be called to give the candidates an opportunity to pre­
sent their programs. This would test the aspiring senators’ under­
standing of the campus situation and, what is also important, their 
ability to speak persuasively. The candidates could prepare for 
these talks b y  attending Student Senate meetings -and speaking to 
faculty members and administrative heads about the U niversity’s 
problems.
W e do not hesitate to predict that if a substantial plan of reform 
—  any plan —  is carried through regarding the election system this 
year, there will be a re-awakening of interest in student govern­
ment. W e  hope that our suggestion may help in the formulation 




A short time ago I read of a simmer­
ing movement to end the life of college 
fraternities. Along with this went the 
assertion that the vitality, the get up and 
go, the rah rah rah that manifested 
themselves so strongly in the late four­
ties, have come to be replaced by apathy 
— a sweet-sounding word which says 
disturbingly little.
Comparatively Speaking 
If the fraternity system fails, will it 
be a case of the has-been baseball player, 
who ruins himself by hanging around too 
long after he starts going downhill? Or 
will the real cause of failure be the 
clumsy stupidity of those on the out­
side who do not know what a fraternity 
is, and therefore cannot visualize its 
usefulness.
Isn’t it true, they say, that universities 
and colleges will foe a lot better off when 
the fraternities have ceased their ex­
istence, and have begun the long trudge 
through the lands of Memory, Nostal­
gia, and finally, Forgotten Youth.
Waste of Time?
W on’t there foe less time wasted on 
social things, which are obviously no 
help of any intellectual significance to 
anybody, and thereby leave more time 
for deciding what the rest of the Canter­
bury Tales would have been like; and 
discussing the inter-functions of the Ego, 
the Id, and the Couch; or proving ex­
actly why two and two do not usually 
combine to equal one hundred and thirty 
seven ?
Maybe.
But isn’t,this asking: “What are fra­
ternities good for except enjoyment and 
social education?” And isn’t this about 
as sensible as: What are hammers good 
for except hitting nails?”
W hy Do More?
It seems that somebody is trying to 
shame the individual "into thinking that 
-his belonging to a fraternal organization 
is worthless, because it only does what 
it was designed to do.
Is the automobile worthless because it 
can’t peel potatoes? Is a refrigerator 
worthless because it can’t cook? Is the 
Pope worthless simply because he can’t 
run the mile in four minutes?
Is a fraternity worthless because it 
doesn’t pulblish a literary magazine, or 
at least a periodical of essays and ser­
mons, leading the way for the rest of 
the university up the stairway of scholas­
tic achievement?
Society is Social
Unless the beat generation’s “ theory” 
of no society at all, prevails, and this I 
tend to consider doubtful, social life is 
here to stay, and there is no reason why 
it shouldn’t be allowed to exist •— in 
and of itself.
From The Observation Post
Is Anybody Thinking?
By DICK W E ST O N
What’s going on in Washington? For 
that matter, is anything going on in 
Washington? All too often, these days, 
it seems like our government is stuck on 
dead center in its attempts to guide us 
safely through this tension-fraught world.
Mr. Khrushchev has given us until May 
27 to do something about his Berlin 
demands. Our only reaction seems to be 
to do .nothing, and hope the Russians 
will -back down. Once again we are being 
treated to a display of brinkmanship, that 
dangerous substitute for a real foreign 
policy which seems to get most of its 
effectiveness from the obvious determina­
tion of its author, a man who' has been 
very unfortunately stricken with cancer, 
and undergoing treatment at this time.
Will this be the time that the Russians 
can’t back down, because they have com­
mitted themselves too strongly? Will it 
be the time that they won’t back down, 
because they expect us to waver without 
the firm hand of Mr. Dulles? Or will it 
be the time that they don’t want to back 
down, because they have enough ICBM’s 
to wipe us out?
Germany Reunified
They will, in the end, probably have 
to back down — at least we should fer­
vently hope they will. But why should 
we force a return to the unstable status 
quo in Germany? W e have created an 
artificial situation there, with the help 
of the Russians, and then refused to 
recognize it. The fact is that it will be 
years before Germany is reunified, if 
ever.
The French are in no great rush to see 
a reunified Germany. The Russians have 
no wish to see their sector become part 
of a capitalist, pro-Western, reunified 
Germany. And many West Germans, who 
preach reunification publicly, privately ad­
mit that the under-developed eastern half 
would pull their prosperous economy back 
at least three years.
Imaginative Proposals
Why don’t we do something about this 
situation, recognizing its realities? Why 
don’t we, for once, meet — yes, antici­
pate — the Russians with some imagin­
ative proposals of our own? W e have 
developed so perfectly the technique of 
sitting on our hands and waiting for the 
Russians to back down that it’s begin­
ning to look like , the Rus-sians have 
cornered the market on political brains.
Is anybody thinking in Washington? 
The last original idea to come out of the 
present administration was the “Atoms 
for Peace” program, and what happened 
to it? No one seems to know for sure, 
but it has disappeared into some bureau­
cratic netherland, never to be seen again.
Republican Responsibility
There is no need to single out the 
Republicans as the sole culprits. They 
have been following a foreign policy set 
up by the previous Democratic Admin­
istration — a foreign policy which, with 
the exception of the Marshall Plan, 
wasn’t exactly overloaded with bright 
ideas.
It is true that since Mr. Dulles’ ill­
ness, the President has taken a much 
greater personal interest in the conduct 
of our foreign policy, but this merely 
assures the continuing presence of a firm 
hand on the wheel. What good is a firm 
hand on the wheel with no compass to 
steer fov ? W e can’t be satisfied with keep­
ing a steady course if we don’t know 
where we’re going.
What I am pleading for is a real 
imaginative foreign policy, not merely 
a negative patchwork of reactions and 
countermoves to Russian pressures. It 
seems like just a little extra thought and 
effort would put us ahead of the Rus­
sians, and perhaps lay the basis for real 
peace in our tired old world.
Students Answer 
Simple Questions
Editor’s Note: Last week, N E W  
HAM PSHIRE reporters interviewed a 
number —  possibly a cross-section —  
of students, and asked these questions:
1. Can you identify the following 
deans: Margaret McKoane, John F. 
Reed, Everett Sackett, Harold Grin- 
nell?
2. What city is Willy Brandt the ma­
yor of?
3. Who is the Speaker of the U. S. 
House of Representatives?
4. Who is the U. S. Senate Majority 
Leader?
After seeing the result of the poll, 
we thought it might serve a purpose 
to share our amazement with the rest 
of the student body.
W e have omitted the “don’t know” 
answers from the following.
Dean of W om en 1. 
Dean of L. A. 2 
Dean of Students 3. 
Dean of Agr. 
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Suzanne Roy. soprano, will present 
a recital on Wednesday evening March 
25 at 8 p.m. in Murkland Auditorium. 
She will be accompanied by Carole 
Weeden, pianist, and assisted by Eliza­
beth Davidson, flutist.
The program will include works from 
the vocal literature of Scarlatti, W olf, 
Brahms, Raohmanioff, Berlioz, and will 
conclude with a contemporary Italian 
cycle by Santoliquido.
Miss Roy, a resident of Raynham, 
Massachusetts is a sophomore voice 
major in the Department of Music. She 
has appeared as soloist with the W o ­
men’s Glee Club and the Concert Choir 
of the University.
The public is cordially invited to at­
tend this recital free of charge.
Notice
Anyone who would like to volun­
teer to work with the temporary 
Steering Committee for student ac­
tion concerning the budget problem 
is requested ti contact David Dec­
ker, President of the Student Sen­
ate, room 122 in the Memorial 
Union Building.
The Steering Committee is pre­
pared to help students who wish to 
write letters to their Representatives 
and Senators by providing factual 
information concerning the budget. 
This information is available at the 
Student Senate office.
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The Student Writer
Coon Hunt
Veranus Atwood was a New Hamp­
shire Yankee ‘coon hunter. Veranus had 
tramped the rocky New Hampshire hills 
on crisp fall nights for forty years by the 
light of a smoky kerosene lantern lis­
tening to music of Bugle, Spot, or Hark- 
er close behind an old dog coon. But to 
him, as to other New Hampshire Yankee 
coon hunters, there was more to coon 
hunting than that. In the long months that 
separated one hunting season from the 
next he was continually buying, selling 
and swapping dogs. Like most of these 
coon hunters Veranus couldn’t resist 
trading dogs even when he knew his own 
dog was first rate. (A  trade constituted 
any transaction involving dogs, whether 
money changed hands or not.) In the 
course of a transaction if he happened 
to get rid of a worthless dog for an 
outrageous price or in trade for a good 
dog, well, that wasn’t dishonesty, that 
was just sharp trading. And conversely 
if he should be the recipient of a dog 
that didn’t quite live up to the claims 
of its former owner, he didn’t consider 
himself rozzed or swindled but rather 
“beaten at a trade” . That no permanent 
animosity grew between these Yankee 
coon hunters over dubious trades was 
probably because all dealings with dogs 
were clothed in a permanent atmosphere 
of mutual distrust; they entered negoti­
ations with the idea of “ Well, if I get 
beaten at this trade, it will be my own 
fault because the other feller is sure 
going to try” . If after the trade was -on- 
summated, Veranus found the dog trailed 
east on a west-bound coon track, he 
might say philosophically, “ Well, there’s 
a feller over in North Southfield I bet 
would give three hundred for this dog.” 
Down the road from where Veranus 
lived was the Bassett Place, and when 
Perley Bassett died the place was bought 
by a man from Massachusetts named 
Franklin Perkins. Perkins had lived in 
a little town a few miles to the north 
When he was a boy, and when he made 
his fortune and retired, he decided to re­
turn to the New Hampshire hill he had 
known in his childhood. He immediately 
struck up an acquaintance with Veranus, 
and one night during the course of a 
bottle of Scotch Whisky, which Perkins 
assured Veranus was the best money
could buy, he wangled an invitation to 
go cooning with him. Thereafter, that 
season, Perkins went cooning with Ver­
anus several times, and there grew up 
between them the tacit understanding that 
the price of a night’s cooning was a bot­
tle o f Scotch. As Veranus told Horace 
Phelps, his life-long hunting partner, he 
didn’t give much of a damn for Franklin 
Perkins, but he surer than hell liked 
that Scotch.
The next fall, a week before the coon 
season opened, Perkins showed up at 
Veranus’ house and announced that he 
had bought a coon dog.
“ That so?”  said Veranus. “ Where’d 
you get him?”
“ Bought him from a feller over in 
Mornisville. W e tried him out on a 
tame coon the feller had, and I’m telling 
you, Veranus, you never saw such a dog. 
He’s fast. Why, he’d run the legs off 
your Old Drum. And When he opened 
up on that coon track you should have 
heard that voice —  mellow and clear as 
this Scotch we’re drinking. When he 
barked treed I asked the feller if he was 
sure the dog hadn’t treed something else, 
and he said ‘Milo’ —- that’s the dog’s 
name — ‘Milo never lied. If Milo barks 
treed you can bet your bottom dollar 
he’s got a coon up there. Nope,’ he said, 
‘Milo never lies’. When we got up to 
the three, sure enough, there was the 
coon. Right then and there I said I ’d 
take him, but the feller said to hold 
on, a dog like Milo didn’t grow on 
every bush and that he guessed five 
hundred dollars would make me stop 
and think a minute. Well, Veranus, where 
would I have been if I ’d stopped and 
thought when I laid out $150 thousand 
for that piece of real estate down in 
Massachusetts Which I later sold to the 
state for -300 thousand when they put 
that new turnpike through. I didn’t say 
another word — just reached for my 
checkbook.”
As the level of the Scotch receded in 
the bottle, Perkins’ praise of Milo be­
came more and more unrestrained. Ver­
anus began to look sour. One season of 
cooning, Veranus told Perkins, didn’t 
qualify a man very well to judge the 
worth of a coon dog. Perkins asked 
Veranus if he was questioning his judg-
Make A Date With ITA
The International Students Asso­
ciation presents this semester’s In­
ternational Supper on Saturday, 
March 21, at 6 p.m. in the Commu­
nity Church. There will be dishes 
from Greece, Norway, Thailand, 
China and Sweden. Tickets are 
available ($1) from John Hadidian- 
Alexander, Jamshed Fard Shisheh- 
Hetzel, Miguel Szycher-Engelhardt, 
Ruth Frazee-Sawyer, Nancy Mac- 
lachlan-Phi Mu, and at the door.
ment, and Veranus said by God he was 
And so they made a wager. The first 
night of the season they would run Old 
Drum, Veranus’ dog, against Milp 
Whichever dog opened up on a track 
first would score a point, and whichever 
treed first would score. In the event 
that one dog struck and the other freed, 
they would run again. If either dog ran 
anything other than a coon, he would be 
automatically disqualified. To keep things 
on the up-and-up, Dr. Thayer, unofficial 
First Citizen of the town and a man 
noted for his fairness and honesty, was 
to pass judgement on any disputes that 
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O N M A R C H  27 , 1959
a UCRL staff member will be on campus 
to answer your questions about employment 
opportunities at the Laboratory.
Our scientists and engineers, with outstanding achievements 
in the field of nuclear research, are currently at work on 
diversified projects such as;
• Nuclear devices
• Basic particle physics
• Nuclear powered ramjet propulsion systems
• Controlled thermonuclear reactions 
(now unclassified)
• Engineering and scientific application 
of nuclear explosives to mining, 
excavations, and power
The finest facilities, and encouragement to exercise creative 
thinking and imagination, are offered qualified graduates in­
terested in research careers.
Call your placement office for an appointment.
U N IVERSITY  OP 
C A L IF O R N IA  R AD IAT IO N  
LABORATORY 
Berkeley and Livermore, California
Student Senate 
Report
The Student Senate meeting was 
called to order at 7 :35 p.m. on Monday 
evening with 43 senators present.
Ed Benson was appointed chairman 
of the Elections Committee. It was an­
nounced that the election for Student 
Senate President will be on April 6; a 
general election o f all class officers and 
Student Senators will be on April 14. 
Then Student Senate officers are to be 
elected April 20 by the new Senate 
body.
After exceptional representation by 
Dick Clark and further consideration by 
the Senate, a vote of 47 to 17 was cast 
in favor of joining the National Stu­
dent Association.
The Senate has printed 3600 five- 
page fact sheets on the University bud­
get. They have been distributed to all 
housing units.
The proposed budget for Student 
Senate for 1959-60 was accepted with 
minor additions.
The 1959-60 Student Activity Tax 
will be approximately $1.70 per student 
per year, which is about a 40c increase 
over this year.
Frosh Camp . . .
(Continued from page 1) 
Freshman Camp. It has long been ac­
knowledged that Freshman Camp is a 
vital force in starting the incoming 
freshmen off on the right foot in col­
lege life, in promoting U N H  spirit and 
generating loyalty to th.e University.
The conference helps the counselors 
to become aware of the responsibilities 
they have in being the first contacts 
with college life for the incoming stu­
dents. It organizes them into a func­
tioning group working together. It is 
also a period when each counselor re­
examines his own values and hopes so, 
he can better help the incoming fresh­
men.
Chance To Express Ideas
The theme for this year’s Freshman 
Camp has purposely not been chosen 
yet to give the counselors the oppor­
tunity at this conference to exoress 
their ideas. It is hoped the Rolling 
Ridge Conference of 1959 will see 
bright promises of a wonderful success­
ful camp next fall.
CA Elects New Officers
Last week, the new executive officers 
of Christian Association Cabinet were 
elected for the ensuing year. They are: 
Fay Bennett, Roger Warren, Dianne 
Yingst, and Barbara Pearson.
On Campus with J%§faukan
(By the Author of "Rally Round the Flag, Boys! "and, 
44Barefoot Boy with Cheek.”)
ADVENTURES IN SOCIAL SCIENCE: NO. 2
Today, with earnestness and sobriety, we make the second of 
our forays into social science. We take up the most basic of all 
social sciences—sociology itself.
Sociology teaches us that man is a social animal. It is not 
instinct or heredity that determines his conduct; it is environ­
ment. This fact is vividly borne out when you consider the case 
of Julio Sigafoos.
Julio, abandoned as an infant in a dark wood near Cleveland, 
was adopted by a pack of wild dogs and reared as one of their 
own. When Julio was found by a hunter at the age of twelve, 
the poor child was more canine than human. He ran on all 
fours, barked and growled, ate raw meat, lapped water with his 
tongue, and could neither speak nor understand one single word. 
In short, he was a complete product of his environment.
Julio, incidentally, was more fortunate than most wild chil­
dren. They never become truly humanized, but Julio was ex­
ceptional. Bit by bit, he began to talk and walk and eat and 
drink as people do. His long-dormant mental processes, when 
awakened at last, turned out to be fantastically acute. He was 
so bright that he learned to read and write in a month, got 
through grammar school in three years, and high school in two. 
And last June as thousands of spectators, knowing the odds 
Julio had overcome, stood and raised cheer after cheer, he was 
graduated valedictorian from Cal Tech with a degree in astro­
physics !
Who can say to what towering heights this incredible boy 
would have risen had he not been killed the day after commence­
ment while chasing a car?
But I digress, To return to sociology, people tend to gather 
in groups—a tendency that began, as we all know, with the 
introduction of Marlboro Cigarettes. What an aid to sociability 
they are! How benignly one looks upon one’s fellows after puff­
ing on Marlboro’s filter that really filters, on Marlboro’s flavor 
that’s really flavorful. How eager it makes one to extend the 
hand of friendship! How grateful we all are to Marlboro for 
making possible this togetherness! How good not to live in the 
bleak pre-Marlboro world with every man a stranger!
The groups that people live in today (thanks to Marlboro) 
vary widely in their customs. What is perfectly acceptable in 
one society may be quite outlandish in another. Take, for in­
stance, the case of Ug Van Wyck.
Ug, a Polynesian lad, grew up in an idyllic South Sea isle 
where the leading event of the year was the feast of Max, the 
sun god. A quaint all-day ceremony was held, with tribal 
dancing, war chants, fat-lady races, pie-eating contests, and, for 
the grand finale, the sacrifice of two dozen maidens.
According to Ug’s folkways, sacrificing maidens was entirely 
acceptable, but when, in his eighteenth year, he was sent as an 
exchange ' student to the University of Wisconsin, he soon 
learned that Americans take a dim view of this practice—in 
Wisconsin, at any rate. The first fifteen or twenty maidens Ug 
sacrificed, he was let off with a warning. When, however, he 
persisted, drastic measures were taken: he was depledged by 
his fraternity. A broken man, Ug quit school and moved to 
Milwaukee where today he earns a meager living as a stein.
©  1959 Max Shulman
For real sociability, provide Marlboros for filter smokers 
and Philip Morris for non-filter smokers. Both are made 
by the Philip Morris company; both sponsor this column; 
both are tops!
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D urham  and  U N H  
Join Forces For 
C iv il Defense
By Ellen Pirro
“ Durham and the University of New 
Hampshire are cooperating in a nation­
wide effort of preparedness with Civil 
Defense.” So spoke Robb G. Gardiner, 
Associate Dean of Students and chair­
man of the University Civil Defense 
Committee. Professor Joseph D. Bat- 
cheller, Assoc. Professor of Speech, 
Chairman of Civil Defense in the town 
of Durham, a consultant to the Univer­
sity Committee, also stressed the need 
to be prepared in case of emergency. 
The University Committee which has 
been in operation for almost a year in­
cludes: Robb G. Gardiner, chairman, 
Owen Durgin, Asst. Prof. of Sociology 
and Agricultural Economics, Dr. Char­
les H . Howarth, Director of the Uni­
versity Health Service, Harold I. 
LeaVitt, Superintendent of Properties, 
Gordon J. Shaw, Assistant Professor 
of Sociology, Capt. Clark Smith, In­
structor M SST, Col. James H. Star­
buck, Prof. Air Science, and consult­
ants Joseph D. Batcheller, Assoc. Prof. 
of Speech, chairman Durham commit­
tee on Civil Defense, Edwin S. Ailing, 
Assoc. Prof. Civil Engineering, Russell 
R. Shelton, Prof. Civil Engineering.
Evacuation Procedure
The purpose of Civil Defense exer­
cises is to prepare members of the com­
munity to react in an orderly manner 
in the event of an emergency The Uni­
versity Committee urges everyone to 
take the trouble to familiarize himself 
with the brief instruction which have 
been distributed. These include: ^he 
Evacuation Alert, a steady blast on the 
whistle for one or two minutes. The 
evacuation centers will be Alexander 
Hall rear lot, in front o f Sawyer Hall 
and in front of McLaughlin on Edge- 
w ood; The Take Cover Alert, a series 
of short blasts on the. whistle for three 
minutes during which time everyone 
should find cover and remain there un­
til the 'all clear is sounded: The All 
Clear Signal, aternate thirty second 
blasts and two minute silences or direct 
notification of CD personnel. At the 
present time the fire house whistle 
gives the signals.
THE COLLEGE INFLUENCE 
ON STUDENT CHARACTER
By
DR. EDWARD D. EDDY, JR.
Published by the American Council on Education,




P. O. BLOCK DURHAM, N. H.
Army Gives Senior Cadets 1 
Notice Of 1 st Duty Stations
Lt. Col. Hugh G. Brown, Professor 
of Military Science and Tactics at this 
University, announced that the Army 
ROTC Department had received orders 
from Headquarters First Army, Gov­
ernor’s Island, New York, assigning the 
future second lieutenants, now senior ca­
dets in the Army ROTC, to their first 
duty stations after being commissioned 
this year.
“A  graduate of the General Military 
Science Program may be commissioned 
in any one of fifteen branches and tech­
nical services of the Army,” said Colonel 
Brown, “and when a future officer’s 
branch assignment is determined by the 
Department of the Army, consideration 
is given to the field in which he special­
ized in school; in addition, all branches 
of the Service require men with a high 
degree of leadership ability, but some 
branches place greater stress on techni­
cal qualifications than others. Consid­
eration is also given to the student’s ex­
pressed preference of branch upon the 
assumption that the morale and motiva­
tion of an officer w ill. be higher if he 
serves in the branch of his choice, and 
I was quite pleased to note that over 
92 percent of the present Senior Class 
will receive one of their first three 




Each year the Atlantic Monthly holds 
a contest which is open to all college 
students who use regular classroom sub­
scriptions to the Atlantic Monthly, in 
any course during some part of the 
college year.
The contest consists of three classifica­
tions : essays, stories, and poems. Essays 
must not contain more than 3000 words, 
stories not more than 4000 words, and 
poems not more than 60 lines.
Each paper must be accompanied by 
a statement which is signed by the stu­
dent saying that the work is original. 
This statement must also be signed by 
the instructor.
The deadline this year was March 12. 
UNH sent in 44 entries. These will 
compete with well over a thousand papers 
from other schools.
There is a one hundred dollar prize 
awarded for the best paper in each cate­
gory. Also, Middlebury College, Ver­
mont, offers two Scholarships; and free 
tuition, for the 1959 session of the Bread 
Loaf School of English, of Bread Loaf, 
Vt.
The papers which win prizes will be 
announced in the June issue of the A t- 
lantic Monthly. They are not judged by 
the editors, but by a special group.
In case of any emergency, not only 
an attack in wartime but also in case 
of such disasters as a hurricane, exten­
sive fires flood or plane crash, the Civil 
Defense Unit in Durham could be in 
operation in a matter of minutes. A c­
cording to Professor Batcheller, the 
present force of over fifty is a potential 
source of supplementary help. Ten of 
these members belong to a radiological 
monitoring unit which is fully trained 
and equipped. This unit keeps appara­
tus available on a round the clock basis, 
to detect any dangerous radiation. The 
Civil Defense Unit of Durham main­
tains connections with the State Center 
in Concord. In case of necessity it can 
utilize the radio club in Kingsbury Hall 
the forestry station’s radio band, the 
Fire Dept. Mutual Aid band and the 
State Police Radio for communications. 
At the moment they are beginning a
warden-police course for the forty 
members who are both wardens and 
auxiliary police.
Act As Volunteer Police
The Civil Defense Unit of Durham 
provides a semi-trained man power 
force to supplement local authorities. 
They are completely volunteer. In case 
of an ordinary emergency CD will not 
help unless called in by local author­
ities. In only two instances, tho=r» .o f 
war and o f a plane crash, will Civil 
Defense automatically take over.
As Professor Batcheller has said, 
Civil Defense is like life insurance. You 
don’t expect to use it immediately but 
you wouldn’t be without it. It is only 
common sense to be prepared and 
Durham and the University of New 
Hampshire should be ready in any 
emergency.
THlNKUSH
English: S L O W -W IT T E D  B A SEB A LL PLAYER
Thinklish translation: The guys who patrol the fences on this man’s 
team include a slugger (cloutfielder), a braggart (shoutfielder) and a 
sorehead (poutfielder)—reading from left field to right. The clod in 
question— a loutfielder—rarely breaks into the line-up. He thinks 
RBI is the second line of an eye chart. But he’s no doubtfielder when 
it comes to smoking. He goes all out for the honest taste of fine 
tobacco . . .  the unforgettable taste of a Lucky Strike!
English: p O t/C E STATE
HOWTO 
MAKE *25
Take a word—institution, for example. 
With it, you can make an aquarium 
(/institution), a bowling alley (pinstitu- 
tion), a fireworks factory (dinstitution) 
or a saloon (ginstitution). That’s Think­
lish—and it’s that easy! We’re paying 
$25 for the Thinklish words judged best 
—your check’s itching to go! Send your 
words to Lucky Strike, Box 67A, Mt. 
Vernon, N.Y. Enclose your name, ad­
dress, university and class.
T h in k l i s h :  COPITALISM
m A R C . A  M O R T O N .  O H I O  S T A T E  U .
English: DAN C IN G
s t e e r
Get the genuine article
Get the honest taste
of a LUCKY STRIKE
English: STINGING VEIN English: COED BULL SESSION
T h tpkiish : B U L L E R S N A Thinklish: FEMJNAR
H A R V E Y  P O P P E L .  R . p . | .  ................
T h in k lish :  S M A R T E R Y
J O H N  W I L L I A M S ,  G E O R G I A  T E C H .  ^ T H O N Y  N O V  A C K , '  W I S C O N S I N  S T A T E  C O L L .
Product of <J/w  J*&n&ue<t7v —  c/ o^ xjozc- is  ou r middle name
Youth Music School Opens 
Under Direction of Bratton
The University’s 12th anual Summer 
Youth Music School will open here Au­
gust 16 according to an announcement 
made today by the school’s director, 
Professor Karl H. Bratton:.
The purpose of the special two-week 
school is to give high school students 
the opportunity to receive expert music 
instruction, do intensive study, and en­
joy  college campus life. A  carefully 
supervised recreational program is a 
part of the school activities.
Guest Conductors
Guest conductors for this season will 
be Allan Bone, Associate Professor of 
Music at Duke University; Clarence 
Sawhill, Director of Bands at U C L A ; 
and Harry R. Wilson, Professor of 
Music Education at Teachers College, 
Columbia University. John W . Crusciel 
of the Quincy, Massachusetts, high 
school will be guidance director.
Classes will be offered in chorus, 
band, orchestra, music appreciation, 
and song leadership, under the supervi­
sion of more than 30 faculty and staff 
members. The school annually attracts 




The University of Southern California 
announces the opening of the 1959 con­
test in colloid and surface chemistry. The 
contest, which is sponsored by the Con­
tinental Oil Company of Houston, Texas, 
is open to undergraduate students in bio­
chemistry, chemistry, and chemical engi­
neering.
The contestants may enter either a 
report on a research project conducted .by 
themselves or an essay on the subject, 
“ The contribution of the late Irving 
Langmuir to colloid and surface chem­
istry” .
The best essay and the best report will 
each receive prizes of $500 and the 
second best each $200 under contest reg­
ulations. Honorable mention prizes of $50 
each are also provided.
The deadline for submitting entries is 
July 1, 1959. Entry blanks may be ob­
tained immediately by writing to Prof. 
K. J. Mysels, Chemistry Department, 
University of Southern California, Los 
Angeles 7, California. The prizes will be 
awarded by a panel of anonymous judges 
and will be distributed September 1.
Poultry Club Has Meeting
The Poultry Science Club will have 
it’s monthly meeting this Thursday eve­
ning at 7 p.m. in Nesmith 116. The 
speaker will be Harold Ek from the 
Derry Egg Corporation. His topic is 
“The Egg Market.” Refreshments will 
be served and everyone is welcome.
MEADER'S FLOWER SHOP
C O R SA G E S  OUR SPECIALTY
10 Third Street 
Telephone Dover SH 2-1165
Carberry Shoe Store
A  good place to buy shoes for the entire 
family for every occasion
UPPER SQUARE, DOVER  
W e Give S&H Stamps
C O -E D
C L E A N E R S
and
Shirt Service
M O N D A Y  THROUGH SATURDAY  
8:30 a.m. until 5:30 p.m.
L A U N D E R M A T
43 Main St. Durham, N. H.
(•LLECE WEEK
W  I NT E l-C#LLEC I ATEJAM FE/TITAL
TO BE HELD AT
G R O S S IN G E R , N EW  YORK
DURING SPRING RECESS 
MARCH 22 - APRIL 3
"C heck dale yo ur college is p articipating ."
MIDNIGHT Jam Sessions; MOONLIGHT SWIMS
in fabulous new indoor Pool; ICE SKATING 
PARTIES: continuous program , fea tu ring  
STAN RUBIN and his Tigertown 5, BILLY 
TAYLOR Trio, CHRIS BARBER Jazz Band, RUSS 
BOWMAN and his Fingerlake 5, JOE CUBA, 
The ESQUIRES, EDDIE ASHMAN Orchestra, 
many others
$35.50 up for any 3 DAYS —  2 N IG H T S!  
Group rates for 15 or more.
W rite  or phone MIKE KALLER
EVENTS CHAIRMAN
fkCATiDNEEK/
107-27 71st Ave., FOREST HILLS 75, N. Y. 
Phone BOulevard 1-9530 - day or evenings
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Boston Stars Win Hall Of Fame Game
Captain Parmenter 
Plays For Scrappy 
New England Stars
A  wild pass from Ed Diskowski of 
Fairfield College to Terry Parmenter 
o f the University of New Hampshire 
with less than a minute of play remain­
ing gave the victory to the Greater 
Boston Basketball team in the New 
England Hall o f Fame College All Star 
Basketball Game. The final score was 
Boston 89, New Engand 87.
Lord Standout
The New England collegians jumped 
off to a quick 25-21 quarter lead on the 
strength of Clyde Lord of Vermont. 
Lord, a 6-1 senior for the Catamounts, 
was tremendous throughout the game 
gathering rebounds from his taller 
teammates and opponents and scoring 
at will with a one-hand jump shot. On 
one occasion in the period Lord began 
a fast break; cutting in toward the bas­
ket he passed behind his back to Bob 
Thornton, the Coast Guard center, who 
in turn fed Lord under the basket with 
another behind the back pass for the 
two pointer.
Barry McGrath, subbing for team­
mate George Giersch o f Boston C. car­
ried the load for the Boston players in 
the first period with six points.
In the second period the Boston team 
took the lead on a two pronged attack 
of Bob Polutchko o f M IT  and John 
Magee of BC and walked off the court 
at half time with a lead of 45-42. Terry 
Parmenter of the U N H  Wildcats en­
tered the game for the New England 
group, quickly scoring four points on 
two attempts from the floor.
Magee-Nason Duel
The third period found Magee duel­
ing with Mike Nason of Norwich. At 
the end of the third period the Boston 
boys had retained their 3 point lead at 
72-69. The final period was action pack­
ed with the score changing hands many 
time before the final gun. Tw o quick 
shots by  the Bean town gang and the 
wild pass by Diskowski in the last 
minute, of play spelled the difference. 
Boston (89)
Power (BC ) 4-1-9, Kirsch (Bran) 5-3- 
13, Polutchko (M IT ) 6-3-15, Moore 
(Suffolk) 2-0-4. Gerson (Tufts), M c­
Grath (B C ) 5-0-10, Magee (BC ) 10-0- 
20, Ericson (N E ) 4-2-10, Stuart (N E ) 
4-0-8.
New England (87)
O ’Grady (Bates) 0-1-1, Larkin (Mass) 
2-0-4, Thornton (CG ) 3-3-9, Kuchar 
(V T ) 6-0-12, Lord (V T ) 8-4-20, Byrne 
(Spring) 2-0-4, Parmenter (N H ) 2-0-4,
Wildcat Center Tops 
In Statistics Again
Pete Smilikis walked off with all the 
scoring honors for the University of 
New Hampshire basketball team this 
winter.
Final statistics show the 6-5 junior 
center from Hudson scored the most 
points (325), had the best shooting 
percentage (44% ), the most field goals 
(126), most foul shots (73), and the 
best average per game (14.1).
Smilikis, who also topped the W ild­
cats in rebounding, led U N H  in scoring 
last winter with 237 points.
Greene Second
Jim Greene of Dover closed out the 
season with 230 points for an even 10 
points per game average. He was the 
only other regular who averaged in 
double figures.
Five points separated sophomore Tim 
Lindman of Portsmouth with 209 
points and junior Doug Macey of Con­
cord with 204 points.
Only one other player, Pete Davis 
of Jaffrey, managed to score over 100 
points. The 6’5 junior forward dunked 
in 198 for the cause.
Sophomore guard Roy Flaker of 
Rochester, who broke into the starting 
five in the last four games, averaged 
12.5 points as a starter. He tallied 93 
during the year.
Captain Terry Parmenter o f Man­
chester and George Reynolds of Ray 
mond were the only seniors on the 
team. Terry had 68 points and Rey­
nolds 62 in their final season for UNH .
Diskowski (Fair) 3-1-7, W illm ot (W il- 
liams( 0-1-1, Cadigan (W eslayan) 2-0- 
4, Nason (Norwich) 4-3-11, W illey 
(Bowdoin) 4-2-10, LeMay (Merrimac).
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N O T  A S I G N  O F  A S L I P - U P !
Typing errors disappear like magic when you use Eaton’s 
Corrasable Bond. Never a trace of the word that was 
erased; errors can be flicked off Corrasable’s special surface 
with an ordinary pencil eraser. Saves re-typing, time and 
money. And the sparkling new whiteness gives all typing 
a new brilliance. You can’t make a mistake getting 
Eaton’s Corrasable. (Rhymes with erasable.)
Eaton s Corrasable Bond is 
available in light, medium, heavy 
and onion skin weights. In 
convenient 100-sheet packets 
and 500-sheet ream boxes. A 
Berkshire Typewriter Paper, 
backed by the famous 
Eaton name.
Made only by Eaton
EATON’S CORRASABLE BOND
Typewriter Paper
EATON PAPER CORPORATION o° T? % PITTSFIELD, MASSACHUSETTSJEl >
T ) o w n  a n d
Durham, A. J4.
Veteran's Corner
Veterans holding GI insurance who 
are also recipients of pension or com­
pensation can save money and time by 
having their GI insurance premiums de­
ducted from their monthly pension or 
compensation checks.
M r Richard F. Welch, Manager of 
the V A  Regional Office in Manchester 
pointed out that veterans who arrange to 
have their monthly insurance premiums 
deducted in this manner not only save 
postage, money order costs and sundry 
expense items but also avoid the possi­
bility of a lapse in their insurance. It is 
impossible to “ forget” to pay an insur­
ance premium if deductions for premiums 
are authorized beforehand.
Veterans with questions on any phase 
of their insurance program should con­
tact the nearest V A  contact represent­
ative or write to the V A  District Office 
administering the policy, giving the policy 
number.
Yankee Conference Season 
Closes With A  URI Injury
By scoring 20 points against Connecti­
cut before being sidelined with a broken 
wrist, Tom Harrington of the University 
of Rhode Island captured the Yankee 
Conference scoring championship and 
established a new record with a total 
of 248 points. The old high was 221 points 
set by Billy Von Weyhe, also of Rhode 
Island, during the 1956-57 season.
Bob Kuchar of Vermont edged out 
Barry Multer of Rhode Island for sec­
ond place with 189 points to 187 for the 
Ram sophomore. Clyde Lord, also of 













Don St’geon, Me. 10-57-39-
Rose, Conn. 10-57-38-
Pipczynski, Conn. 10-61-24-
Edmonds, R. I. 10-52-38-

























W M D R is currently searching for new 
personnel. Anyone interested in announc­
ing, engineering, or especially in publici­
ty, please contact W M D R in person or 
by telephone, Durham, 599.
after every shave
Splash on Old Spice After Shave Lotion. Feel your 
face wake up and live! So good for your skin . . .  
so good for your ego. Brisk as an ocean breeze, 
Old Spice makes you feel like a new man. Confident. 
Assured. Relaxed. You know you’re at your best 
when you top off your shave with Old S p ice! ] 0 0
u c e
AFTER SHAVE LOTION 
by SHULTON
p lus tax





9. Beta Kappa’s 
first name
12. Rocky’s Albany 
predecessor
13. New Guinea
14. End of a heel
15. Studying 
each other
18. How knights 
would get on 
the deans’
19. Paradoxical 
place to go 
out to
20.  out with
22. Lamb who’s
gone to pot
26. It ’s needed 
for energy
28. Do you dig it?
29. Low man in the 
choral society
31. Giant in 
progress




34. It’s the only 
snow fresh one
43. Fellow looking 
for a shiner
44. Beginning to 
be taught
45. What to give 
a martini






49. The thing of 
it in Latin
DOWN






5. Sometimes a 
little white lie






9. For literary 
pigs
10. What Kools 
don’t have
11. Kind of tarred






24. It’s human to
25. Bigger than 33 
Down, but small
27. What bikinis 
barely do
30. With a Y , it’s 
kind of foolish
31. Middle of 
the lowest
34. Kiss Me girl
35. It’s precious,
O chum!





39. Came to rest
40. To laugh 
in Paris
41. _ _  a ____
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SWITCH FROM H U T S  TO )
Il TTt e r  J
KGDL
• A s  coo l a n d  c le a n  as a  breath, o f  fresh, air.
• F in est le a f  t o b a c c o . . .  m ild  re fresh in g  m e n th o l.
and the w orlds m ost thoroughly tested  f i l t e r !
• W ith  every  p u ff  y o u r  m ou th  fe e ls  c le a n ,
y o u r  th roa t r e fr e s h e d !
Qmericas MosflMeshing Qgarelfe
. . . A L S O  R E G U L A R  S I Z E  K O O L  W IT H O U T  F ILTER 1  
©  1 9 5 9 , B row n & W illia m son  T obacco  Corp.
QigweiM-
# : # y . v .  . v . v . .  . . . .  .•• *’■’  * *
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'Coon Hunt . . .
(Continued from page 5) 
might arise. Doe Thayer had been an 
avid coon hunter all his life but he had 
never managed to overcome bis wife’s 
abjections to his owning a dog himself. 
The prize was to be a case of Scotch.
The first night of the season, Veranus, 
Perkins, and Doc Thayer loaded the 
dogs into Veranus’ pick-up truck and 
headed for the Chandler Meadows. It 
had rained earlier that day and had stop- 
ped, making ideal tracking. The air hung 
motionless and damp, and mist rose off 
the sluggish brook that ran through the 
Meadows. Veranus pulled the pick-up 
into the gateway to a corn field. The 
doors to the dog boxes were opened, and 
both dogs jumped out eagerly. Old Drum 
ran off into the night immediately, but 
Milo stopped short to sniff at Veranus’ 
trousers, tail wagging. Perkins yelled, 
and Milo disappeared into the darkness 
after Old Drum.
Five minutes dragged by in silence. 
Suddenly a hound started to bay, its 
deep, clear notes rolling across the Mead­
ows from the ridge beyond.
“ That’s M ilo ! That’s M ilo !” , said 
Perkins, running up and down beside the 
truck peering off into the darkness. 
“Nothing heard from Drum, though” , 
he said turning to Veranus. Veranus was 
as silent as Old Drum.
Not two minutes after the chase began, 
the baying abruptly turned into choppy 
barking which proclaimed the quarry had 
treed.
“Treed!” , yelled Perkins, and he 
plunged off into the brush, his lantern 
bouncing and flickering like a drunken 
firefly.
“ Hedgehog” , Veranus said to Doc, 
“Ain’t no damn coon ever ran these hills 
that treed that quick."
“Well see,” said Doc, and he started 
off at a more leisurely pace in the di­
rection of the barking.
When_ they _ reached Perkins, they 
found him holding his lantern aloft and 
peering into the branches of a large pine 
tree against whose trunk Milo was leap-
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ing in a futile effort to climb up.
“ Hedgehog!, Veranus said again 
quietly.
“Hedgehog, hell!’ said Perkins, “Milo’s 
got a coon up there. Milo never lies.”
“ By Godfrey, if there’s a coon up that 
there tree you go up and shoot him out’. 
Veranus unbuckled his pistol belt and 
handed it to Perkins. The lowest limbs 
were not far from the ground, and by 
lifting and pushing Veranus and Doc 
managed to boost Perkins up to where he 
could go it on his own. He soon disap­
peared into the branches, but Veranus 
and Doc could trace his labored progress 
by the scrape of cloth against the shaggy 
bark and by the snapping of dry branches. 
Milo stood with his front feet against 
the trunk, his tongue hanging out, whin­
ing softly.
“H ey !” came a surprised shout from 
way up in the darkness. A  large limb 
broke with the report of a rifle fol­
lowed by the crackling of smaller limbs 
as Perkins made 'his way down the tree 
considerably faster than he had gone up. 
Presently his feet appeared on the lowest 
ring of branches, and as his whole form 
emerged into the lantern light he turned 
his head over his shoulder and looked 
down at the waiting figures below.
“ Milo lied,” he said. Milo had indeed 
lied. The whole crown of Franklin Per­
kins’ bald head was one great pin cushion 
of hedgehog quills.
Three weeks later Mable Bemis, who 
lived on the other side of Veranus, came 
down with the croup. Doc Thayer drove 
over and applied a mustard plaster to her 
chest and on the way back stopped in at 
Veranus’ house. Veranus was sitting at 
the kitchen table with an opened bottle 
of scotch and a water glass in front of 
him.
“ ‘Lo, Doc,” Veranus said. “ Sit down 
and have a drink.”
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College Council . . .
(Continued from page 1)
Saturday, March 21st, at 10:00 a.m. 
in Murkland Hall, a panel, moderated 
by Dr. John Holden, will discuss “ Poli­
tical Problems of the New Germany” . 
The panelists will include John Gazley, 
Professor of History, Dartmouth Col­
lege; Carl Friedrich, Professor of Gov­
ernment, Harvard and Heidelberg Uni­
versities; Allan A. Kuusisto, Professor 
of Government, U N H ; and Ray W. 
Smith, former U. S. Chief Econ. A f­
fairs, Berlin. They will discuss the 
political situation in Germany, as well 
as American policy toward Germany.
Round Table Discussions
During a luncheon at 12:30 p.m., 
there will be two Round Table panel 
discussions held simultaneously. One 
will deal with the “ Challenge of the 
New German Democracy,” and will 
have as panelists Carl J. Smith, Chair­
man of the Department of Economics, 
St. Anslem’s College; Frank B. Gross, 
Chairman of the Social Studies Dept., 
Bradford Jr. College; and Dr. Rolf 
Kaltenborn of Dartmouth, who only 
last week returned from an extensive 
consultation visit to Bonn, where he 
studied the boom ing German economy.
“ Can’t stop now, thanks, but there’s 
one thing I want to say to you. It’s all 
well and good to make a bet with a fel­
ler, like you did with Perkins, that is 
if you win. But did you ever stop to 
consider how much that case of Scotch 
would have cost you if you had lost?” 
“ Well, Doc, I really warn’t taking so 
much of a gamble. You see, I already 
knew Milo was quite a liar — he used to 
be my dog.” R. T.
Powell Presides . . . .
(Continued from page 1) 
his retirement temporary, he made two 
more unsuccessful primary fights be­
fore entering the four-way race for the 
Republican gubernatorial nomination 
in 1958. He finally gained the long- 
sought victory, edging out his strong­
est opponent, the popular former gov­
ernor, Hugh Gregg.
His campaign against the Democratic 
candidate, Mayor Bernard Boutin of 
Laconia was surprisingly quiet, being 
described in the New York Times as 
“ the dullest in years.” But he overcame 
a bitter division within his party and 
a general Democratic tide which swept 
New England and the country to win 
by some 6,500 votes.
Some appreciation of the importance 
of his victory may be gained by noting 
that it made New Hampshire the only 
state in the nation without a single 
Democrat in a major office.
Tickets Sold
Various tickets can be obtained for 
the weekend events. A  combination 
Banquet and Saturday Panels ticket 
will cost $4.00. Or if you prefer just 
to hear the after dinner speeches, it 
will cost only $.50. For the Saturday 
morning panel, tickets will cost $.50 
for students and $1.00' for adults. The 
Saturday Luncheon Panels will cost 
$1.75.
Students may obtain a free Scholar­
ship ticket for the post-banquet 
speeches and the Saturday morning 
panel through the Government Depart­
ment, the History Department, or the 
N. H. Council on W orld Affairs in 
O ™ m ons 310.
Campus Spotlight . . .
(Continued from page 2) 
where she will be competing with the 
sponsors of other companies of this 
area. The winner of the New England 
contest will travel to the University of 
Nebraska, where she will compete with 
the winners of other regional contests.
Pershing Rifles of the University of 
New Hampshire is the first Pershing 
Rifle unit in the United States to have 
a girls auxiliary. There are very good 
indications that other units will be for­
med, creating a national organization.
Rev. Gussner . . .
(Continued from page 2) 
to maintain “passive resistance” toward 
the occupying troops.
He insisted, however, that “moral 
pressure” exerted by the rest, of the 
world would prevent the USSR from in­
vading a defenseless United States. If 
this moral pressure failed to stop the 
Soviets, then we would still be able to 
keep our self-respect and be able to gain 
some concessions from the invaders by 
refusing to cooperate with them unless 
our demands were met.
Assuming that we were not invaded, he 
hoped that the money now being spent by 
American for more and more costly 
weapons could be donated to the United 
Nations for “assistance to the under­
nourished, ill-clad, and sick people of the 
world.”
His talk could perhaps best be summed 
up with two of his quotations: “what­
ever is morally right is also politically 
practical,”  and “we must challenge Rus­
sia to economic, rather than military, 
competition.”
T h e  w hole is equal 
to the sum  of its parts
(But some of its parts are more equal than others!)
Even E u clid  had to adm it...
It's what's up front 
that counts
Euclid proved that a straight 
line is the shortest distance 
betw een two p oin ts. A nd if  
you’ll walk a straight line to the 
nearest pack of Winstons, you’ll 
find it the shortest distance to 
a really enjoyable smoke. It’s 
the tobacco up front that makes
the difference and that’s where 
Winston packs its own exclusive 
Filter-Blend—a special selection 
of light, mild tobacco, specially 
processed for filter smoking. 
You’ll find Filter-Blend gives 
Winston a flavor without paral­
lel. In fact, it’s axiomatic that...
WINSTON TASTES GOOD, LIKE A  CIGARETTE SHOULD I
R . J . R E YN O LD S TO BA C C O  C O .. W IN S T O N -S A L E M . N . C .
